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1. Introduction 

The transformation processes in post-totalitarian countries have become 
an important theme in possibly all social sciences, social geography included. 
Changes in the locational attractiveness of countries and regions, as well as 
the territorial differences in the dynamics and successfulness of transforma
tion processes certainly deserve increased interest in geographical study. 
Moreover, contemporary social geography is classifying itself clearly among 
social sciences, so the interest in internal societal problems and their solu
tions becomes primary. This is also linked to the disillusionment caused by 
problematic results of "positivistic" geography. 

There is a question, however, whether repeated conceptual imports from 
other sciences may help to solve epistemological problems of geography. The 
present plurality of paradigms amplified by post-modern admiration for dis
order may express adequately reached knowledge of socio-geographical reali
ty. In that case, though, it only one account of an extraordinary complex real
ity. This may be why much research continues to have either a mainly de
scriptive character or a general but too speculative orientation. An eloquent 
example is the geographical study of societal transformation (cf. e.g. Carter, 
F. W., Maik, W. eds., 1995). This serves as a starting point for the discussion 
of general questions about geographical study. 

The first aim of this contribution is a theoretical discussion about geo
graphical aspects of the study of societal transformation. The discussion is 
understood as a certain superstructure above an empirical depiction of the 
Czech reality, though already in a generalized form. These "primordial" em
pirical generalizations of up-to-date transformation results should lend sup
port above all to the existence of geographical regularities. These regularities 
are thought of as a stochastic or "frame" type, and do not exclude secondarily 
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important peculiarities of the structures and evolution processes in individ
ual regions or localities. In the second part, the discussion is concentrated on 
the problem of relation or of connection between the social and the geographi
cal organizations. The duality in understanding this relation is a fundamen
tal problem of a subject classification of social geography. This duality may 
be expressed as whether the subject here is a transformation of geographical 
organization of society, or the geographical organization of societal transfor
mation. Finally, the third part of the paper deals with the question of the so
called uneven (particularly territorial) societal development. This problem 
may be considered as a key problem for the establishment of assessment cri
teria in case of the regional development and regional policy. It is also impor
tant for the assessment of "great problems" such as questions of social jus
tice, justifiability of societal development regulations, relations between prin
ciples of solidarity and meritocracy, etc. In that case also, duality in under
standing uneven development appears: is it a question of societal decision 
and "social justice" or is it an objective regularity? 

2. Geographical differentiation of contemporary societal 
transformation in the Czech Republic 

The results of many empirical analyses of transformation changes enable 
one to make generalized assessments (cf. also Hampl, M. et at, 1996, Hampl, 
M., 1996). These suggest a hierarchy of factors of geographical differentiation 
of transformation changes and corresponding regularities in this differentia
tion. The consequence of mentioned assessments has a special meaning in it
self, because it expresses their importance succession. With regard to primor
dial nature of the order in geographical reality, i.e. to regularly asymmetric 
differentiation of this reality (Rampl, M., 1994, 1995), the problem consists in 
the establishment of importance consequence of geographical differentiations. 

The most fundamental factor is the hierarchical organization of the socio
geographic system, not only at the level of settlements but also at the level of 
regions. In the transformation period, polarization between metropolitan ar
eas and other areas increased, and is still increasing. In a Simplified way, 
three hierarchical levels can be thus distinguished at a regional (supra-dis
trict) scale: Prague metropolitan area, other metropolitan areas, and rela
tively rural (non-metropolitan) areas. The changes in the settlement hierar
chy at local levels are of secondary importance. It must be admitted that 
sharp differences in territorial settlement intensity and in resulting function
al specialization of settlements does exist here. However, these differences 
are not new. In addition, they have more limited influence on the quality of 
life of the population because of the intensity of commuting between the 
towns and the country. Important differences can be found in the economic 
situation of municipalities, though (cf. Blazek, J., 1994). The reason for the 
integral influence of settlement and regional hierarchy on the course and re
sults of transformation lies in correlation between size and qualitative differ
entiation of settlements, resp. of urban regions. Examples include the in
creases in diversification of economic base, share of non-productive activities, 
education level of the population, and increases in provision with social and 
technical infrastructure, etc. 

The second key factor is locational and especially macro-Iocational attrac
tiveness. Its role was fundamentally increased by the "opening up" of the 
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Czech economy and society to foreign countries. At the same time, its polar
ization was "reversed", due to the change in geo-political and geo-economic 
position of the Czech Republic. Its important application cannot be, though, 
explained only by the factor of distance from developed countries or regions. 
Fundamental societal changes in Central and Eastern Europe have made 
possible the revitalization of the historically rooted links between East and 
West. The correlation between cultural and distance zonation is proof of both 
force of evolutional inertia and integral - even though gradually developed -
unity of Europe. This too, is a case of hierarchical polarization of the centre
periphery type but at a higher scale - the continental level. That is why the 
results of this polarization are best seen at the supra-national level (see also 
division of the Czechoslovakia). In the context of the Czech Republic, these 
consequences are important for macro-regional differentiation, especially in 
non-metropolitan areas. 

The third import.ant but selectively occurring factor is economic specializa
tion of territorial units. Pronounced specialization brings increased sensitivi
ty to transformation changes, both in a positive and negative sense. In the 
second case the most important examples are both basin areas - North 
Bohemian and Ostrava areas (the latter with negative influence of an un
favourable location). The disadvantages of agricultural areas are more limit
ed in their manifestation (often due to the compensating role of favourable lo
cation). On the other hand, positive consequences of transformation can be 
found in the areas attractive for the tourism and recreation industry (e.g. 
CeskY Krumlov region) or in micro-regions where industrial speCialization at
tracts foreign investors (e.g. Mlada Boleslav region). 

By combining these conditions of the geographical differentiation of trans
formation processes, a simple typology of districts expressing the most impor
tant features of a newly created regional structure of the Czech Republic can 
be elaborated. There are 5 categories in this typology: Prague metropolitan 
area - basin (metropolitan) areas - other metropolit.an areas - Western non
metropolitan areas - Eastern non-metropolitan areas. Table 1 shows charac
teristics of the categories. The assessment of t.he order or rank of the cate
gories from the point of view of maturity and "transformation successfulness" 
finds correlation in almost all characteristics (see order referred to above) 
with the exception of the basin areas. These represent special problem units 
which possess notable economic power, but "restrained" economic develop
ment connected to serious social and economic unbalances. This is reflected 
in their ambiguous assessment according to selected characteristics. 

Data in Table 1 lend support to the above formulated generalizations and 
help depict regularities in the basic order of regional differentiation. But with 
the gradual increase of territorial and content detailedness of assessment 
regularities in partial geographical structures "disappear". In this sense, the 
nature of order in geographical reality can be justifiably charact.erized as a 
hierarchy of differentiations oriented primarily from the whole to the parts 
i.e. "from the top". Basic differentiations of geographical systems show regu
lar organization, which is "completed" by a variabilit.y of geographical phe
nomena with regard to other features, secondary by their importance. As an 
example, although hierarchic size differentiation of settlements occurs in 
every settlement system, it is almost impossible to find regular space configu
rations in settlement organization predicted by central place theory. 
Organization of geographical reality must be thus necessarily understood as 
an integral differentiation in coexistent combination of diverse phenomena, a 
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Table 1 - Basic characteristics of district categories 

Share on the total Characteristics of transitional changes 
ofCzRin% (per hab., CzR=100) 

Category area popu- jobs jobs Tan- Tax Private Unem- Index 
lation 1993 in gible inco- entre- ployed of jobs Average 
1995 bank- invest- mes pre- 1995 1993/91 salaries 

ing ments 1994 neurs 
1993 1993 1994 1993 index 

1993/89 

Metropolitan 
areas 23,4 47,0 51,3 63,3 128 134 107 84 102 108 104 

in them: 
Prague 2,2 13,4 16,0 32,4 171 205 136 10 108 121 113 

basin 5,2 12,9 12,4 9,8 118 103 77 188 93 110 100 

other 16,0 20,7 22,9 21,1 108 107 106 68 104 98 99 

Non-metro-
politan areas 76,6 53,0 48,7 36,7 75 70 94 114 98 93 97 

in them: 
Western 38,6 22,7 20,8 17,1 86 78 99 103 96 96 99 

Eastern 38,0 30,3 27,9 19,6 67 64 91 122 99 90 95 

Notes: Distribution of districts into the categories: Prague metropolitan area contains 
Praha, Praha-vychod a Praha-zapad; basin areas contain districts Chomutov, Most, 
Teplice, Dsti l}ad Labem, Ostrava, Karvina, Frydek-Mfstek; other metropolitan areas con
tain districts Ceske Budejovice, Plzeii-mesto, Plzeii-jih, Plzeii-sever, Karlovy Vary, Liberec, 
Jablonec nad Nisou, Hradec Kralove, Pardubice, Brno-mesto, Brno-venkov, Zlin and 010-
mouc. Other districts of Mid-Bohemian, South-Bohemian, West-Bohemian and North
Bohemian regions form Western non-metropolitan areas and other districts of East
Bohemian, South-Moravian and North-Moravian regions form Eastern non-metropolitan 
areas. In the case of tangible investments their financial amount is assessed, in the case of 
tax incomes these are incomes of the municipalities and the districts from the salaries of 
employees and small entrepreneurs. Data about jobs 1991 originate from the Census 1991 
and encompass all the jobs, similar data for 1989 and 1993 (including data about salaries) 
encompass only civilian sector, in 1993 without small enterprises (with 24 and less employ
ees). 

Sources: Census 1991; internal publications of the Czech Statistical Office: Employment 
and salaries 1989, Districts of the Czech Republic 1994, Selected indicators of the districts 
of the Czech republic in the 1st half-year 1995; Internal materials of the Ministry of 
Finance of the Czech Republic. 

differentiation which is extremely asymmetric to the high occurrence of un
favourable combinations and the low occurrence of highly favourable combi
nations. The distance factor itself is applied only in a partial and modified 
way. The spatial organization of phenomena must be thus necessarily under
stood before all as an external expression of hidden nature, so its exact form 
is neither regular nor important (see also the application of realism: struc
tures - mechanisms - events, Sayer, A., 1984). 

In this context, a critique of positivist geography can be added. Its failure 
was not primarily a consequence of narrowing study to "the empirically found 
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out and verified", but a consequence of inadequate reduction of the subject of 
geographical study (and thus also of appropriate empirical findings) to spa
tial structures. Although in the post-positivist period "the geographical" is 
again completed in content especially in connection with enforcement of con
textual explanation (Hagerstrand, T., 1973, 1995, Thrift, N., 1983), stress is 
too much put on internal social relations, on mere spatial "constraint" of so
cial integration in the frame of localities and regions. 

3. Duality in the conception of the relation between geographical 
and social reality 

In geographical studies dealing with societal problems two fundamental 
approaches and related thematic directions can be identified. First is an ex
amination of geographical organization of society as a relatively autonomous 
structure conditioned both by an interaction of the society with its natural 
environment and by an "external" interaction of territorial societal subjects 
themselves (settlements, regions). In these interactions, the influence of a 
distance factor can be felt. Second is an examination of the situation and 
changes of economic, social and political conditions in various territorial 
units, i.e. an examination of the differentiating influence of geographical 
combinations of partial societal structures and processes. In this case the 
concept of the society is narrowed to its "internal" organization as is usual in 
social science research. The consequence of this is a usual assessment of geo
graphical differentiation of the society only as a result of secondarily impor
tant or modifying application of specific conditions of external environment to 
the realisation of general tendencies formed by the principle of internal orga
nization of society and its evolutional movement. As an example of these ap
proaches is the interaction between the global and the local (see e.g. critical 
discussion in Sayer, A., 1991) or much contemporary geographical work 
about transformation processes in post-totalitarian countries. 

Both approaches are of course justified and do not exclude each other. The 
thing is that the mentioned duality corresponds both to a relative autonomy 
of above characterized internal (societal in narrower sense) and external 
(geographical resp. ecologic) organization of the society and to their integral 
unity and correspondent mutual influencing. It is only the mutual combina
tion of both approaches that can bring deeper and more complete knowledge 
of these problems. The geographical differentiation has an irreplaceable role 
in the development of the society as a source of significant evolution impetus
es. Differences in external conditions of more narrowly defined societal sys
tem are at the same time not only random combinations of environmental 
factors but in the first place regular differentiation of the environment i.e. hi
erarchic (asymmetric) organization of mentioned combinations from the point 
of view of their favourableness. That is why fundamental features of geo
graphical differentiation in transformation dynamics and successfulness of 
localities are regular. An example is the settlement and regional hierarchy or 
macro-Iocational zonation characterized above. Analogously, there can be ex
pected regularities in geographical diffusions of changes. On the other hand, 
the "internal" movement of the society influences changes in its external or
ganization both as regards transformation of functional specialization of lo
calities and regions and changes in central functions and in regional impor
tance of cities. 
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It seems, however, that the contemporary orientation of human geography 
deviates from the discussed unification of both approaches of geographical 
examination of development of the society. An adoption of paradigms from so
cial sciences leads understandably also to an adoption of problem themes and 
examination tasks, especially sociological and political ones. The situation is 
characterized by formation of two or three main types of approaches. These 
include: voluntarist approaches proceeding from the decisive role of activity 
of a human individual (e.g. behaviour geography); structuralist - functional
ist or neo-marxist, stressing the role of societal organization (especially 
marxist geography); approaches trying to overcome traditional sociologic du
ality by means of a study of interaction between an individual and social or
ganization - especially the theory of structuration (Giddens, A., 1984 and 
others) and realism (Bhaskar, R., 1979, Sayer, A., 1984). In all these cases 
the attention of geographical study is shifted "inside" the society (though pro
claiming at the same time the importance of spatial factors when forming 
combinations of social phenomena and processes) and it leads to an exchange 
of geographical examination tasks for sociological, political or possibly eco
nomic tasks. Jointly, an ideologization of study is increased, sometimes even 
deliberately (e.g. Harvey, D., 1974). 

The study of the geographical organization of changes and unbalances in 
"internal" societal situation is crucial for two reasons. First, societal demand 
for such studies results from the needs of the decision sphere, both at central 
and local levels. Second, the dynamics of transformation changes, which in
creases the attractiveness of their study. It can be seen, generally, that the 
changeability of social and especially economic conditions is greater in the 
period of transformation than the changeability of geographical conditions. 
For example, Czech population distribution remained very stable after 1989 
(in all categories of districts examined in Table 1 the index of shares on the 
total population of the Czech Republic in 1991 - 1995 was 100), and from the 
point of view of job distribution the changes were only limited. In such a 
short period of time, the size hierarchy of cities or areas of regional influence 
of centres could not change to any notable extent. On the other hand, region
al differences in the increase of salaries, even in spite of prominent social pol
icy of government, were great and the differences in the dynamics of privati
zation processes or economic growth were even greater by orders. All this cor
responds to the complex and cumulative character of the conditioning of geo
graphical organization and its changes, due to the important connections to 
diverse physical structures (housing stock, technical infrastructure) and nat
ural environment. 

In spite of the more limited changeability of geographical organization of 
the society, its role in the "internal" development of society is considerable. 
This occurs because first, there is an extraordinary extent of differentiation 
of this organization and thus of different favourableness of "external" condi
tions of social and economic transformation. It is because of the fundamental 
societal changes after 1989 that this importance of differentiating and stimu
lating influence of geographical conditions on societal development arose fun
damentally. The potential of existing differences in the quality of geographi
cal conditions was realized gradually in consequence to democratization and 
transition to the market economy. Thus, in the centre of the research effort of 
geography should be an assessment of possibilities of effective realization of 
this potential, finding the ways how to remove barriers to both spontaneous 
selective processes (see e.g. underdevelopment of housing market) and the 
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ways how to sUitably support cooperative processes (deepening territorial 
distribution of labour), diffusion of innovations, etc. Only after seeing the so
lution to these problems can it be justified to discuss special questions how to 
realize social and economic transformation, questions dealing with regional 
policy, the influence of macroeconomic policy on regional development, etc. 

Although in the first phase of transformation especially differentiating in
fluence of geographical organization on the course of internal societal 
changes is dominant, it is without any doubt that new tendencies appear in 
the development of geographical organization of society itself. Their full ex
pansion can be expected only in the following and longer period. This is be
cause removal of the barriers (e.g. to migration) cannot be realized in the 
short term. The same is true with deepening the differences in the allocation 
of resources and labour force demands which will gain importance only after 
changes in company behaviour which are contingent upon privatization. In 
spite of all this, certain signs of development of suburban processes, the for
mation of potential emigration regions, or partial changes in working activity 
especially in metropolitan areas, can be seen already. Thus, both in the up
to-date and in the future development rather limited development of exten
sive processes and contrarily strengthened development of intensification 
processes must be expected. Shifts in the distribution of population or jobs 
will not be much extended, but changes in functional importance of centres 
and whole regions, in territorial organization of relations and in changes of 
central places role of the cities may be relatively significant. Their influence 
and regional importance may first increase at the centres of service and qua
ternary activities. 

At the same time, simultaneous with the opening up of the economy and 
the linking between elements of the settlement system, integration tenden
cies will be strengthened. In the basic skeleton of the settlement system two 
or three interlinked trends have appeared already. First, there is a partial 
substitution of a traditionally quantitative (size) hierarchy of centres by qual
itative (functional importance) hierarchy. Second, the hierarchic polarization 
(centre - periphery) move gradually to higher rank/scale levels. In the condi
tions of the Czech Republic, this is the case of higher regional levels in the 
context of the national system (Prague metropolitan region - other metropol
itan regions - non-metropolitan areas) and the case of supranational level 
(integration into European system of centres and axes). 

4. Conclusion: is uneven development a problem or a regularity? 

A discussion about the problem of uneven development of the society is in 
the centre of interest of many geographer's works with theoretical or applica
tion orientation. This discussion is usual starting point for assessments of de
velopment of the society, creation of different regulative conceptions of "im
provement" of spontaneous processes, etc. Uneven development is in them 
generally considered before all as a social problem, as an undesirable creat
ing or deepening of social unbalances. The authors with marxist orientation 
even explain uneven development by means of political and economic nature 
of capitalism and in this sense they connect it only with the capitalist system 
(Smith, N., 1990). This opens possibilities for confusing conditionality of the 
development of internal and external organization of the society, confusing 
the real and the normative evaluations. 
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Starting point for the discussion should be putting the problem of uneven 
development into general context. First, it is necessary to refer to general 
predominance of selective tendencies in development not only of the geo
graphical organization of the society but in the development of the environ
mental or integral systems in general. Evolution of qualitative differentiation 
of reality has of an extremely selective character: from quantity of the lower 
the "few" higher arise; spatial occurrence of a locale with allotment of evolu
tionary higher phenomena is extremely limited and is furthermore internally 
differentiated in an extraordinary manner (for example the limited extent of 
the ecumena, the scarce occurrence of great concentrations of progressive 
economic activities in its context, etc.). All this allows one to accept the con
clusion about universal validity and regular nature of "uneven development" 
of real systems of integral (complex) type. Development of the society in an 
environment introduces more complexity, and for that reason specific forms 
of selective processes. The "internal" and "external" organization of society 
must be understood as having certain coordinating and mediating structures 
in an interaction between relatively homogeneous mankind and its external, 
extremely heterogeneous environment. In the formation of external organiza
tion of the society, selective processes are necessary, not only because of an 
adaptation to external differences in the suitability of environment, but also 
because of societal activity leading to the creation of new forms of territorial 
division of labour (see especially advantages of the territorial concentration 
and corresponding nodal organization of socio-geographical regions). Owing 
to selective or concentration processes the grade of unevenness in geographi
cal distribution of societal phenomena is more intensive than that of natural 
phenomena. At the same time, extreme unevenness is mostly found only from 
the point of view of territorial intensity of phenomena occurrence (e.g. densi
ty of population). From the point of view of quality of life represented in a 
simplified way by the "income per capita" this unevenness is considerably 
lower. Connections between both types of unevenness are immediate: more 
effective geographical distribution of population can be realized only by 
means of a corresponding increase in the standard of living. 

As a matter of fact, the regular nature of "uneven development" makes ab
surd its assessment from the social justice point of view. This can deal only 
with the results of development. With respect to their complex character, the 
assessments of different partial results will be of course different. On the one 
hand, the profitability of efficient elements will be raised, but in addition, the 
economic force of the whole system will be raised, too. That is why in trans
formation or dynamic periods, an accentuation of selective processes can be 
found. The acceleration of development by means of an increased selective
ness usually brings about a lot of more profound though not immediately evi
dent advantages, even for the inefficient elements. These include the deepen
ing of territorial division of labour, finding more suitable specialization for 
most elements of the system, and the ensuing development of cooperative 
processes in the whole system. 

On the other hand, one may also encounter a deepening of social differ
ences and polarization of the rich and the poor. Excessive unevenness of such 
types increases possibilities of social destabilization, the rising of populist po
litical representations, or even social revolution. From the strategic angle of 
view it is desirable to maintain social stability. Another danger of disorders 
in societal evolution comes from the possibility of monopolizing economic 
power, which would restrict the market as a key mechanism of selection. It 
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stands to reason that favourable societal development depends to a consider
able extent on ensuring proportionality in enforcing both selective and ho
mogenizing processes, on creating a suitable extent of respecting meritocracy 
principles and solidarity principles. Necessary autoregulative mechanisms 
for finding the mentioned proportionality are already built in spontaneous 
societal development: for example the distribution of activities and deepening 
of specialization of the parts, the migration of the population which mostly 
enforces differences in settlement intensity but at the same time reduces dif
ferences in income of people due to their transfer into better paid sectors, 
richer regions, etc. Prevalence of cumulative tendencies in development (cf. 
e.g. Myrdal, G., 1957, Richardson, H. W., 1978) makes it necessary to direct 
aid to the poor. The degree of regulation and extent of redistribution must be 
decided politically. 

The question of the degree of regulation cannot be solved at only one level. 
There will always be the question of a set of different regulative measures, so 
the key issue lies in their selection and chosen forms of application. It is very 
desirable to take into account the above discussed systemic nature of society 
and its development, and the role of dynamizing and stabilizing processes. 
The experiences of West European countries evoke a transition from simple 
donation policy to mobilizing policy. This calls for a necessary decentraliza
tion of power and existence of complex subjects of territorial development. 
However, on the contrary, there has been several years of postponing self
governing provinces in the Czech Republic. Indeed, it is not always just the 
question of regulation for underdeveloped units. One example is the state of 
housing in the Czech Republic, where support for housing construction would 
help not only to solve the situation of certain population groups (especially 
young families), but also to remove barriers of selective spatial mobility of 
the labour force (the deregulation of rent is necessary at the same time). 
Generally, the advantage of aid in the spheres which are connected with the 
development of (territorial) division of labour should be stressed. These 
spheres help to increase the interlink age of the whole system (technical in
frastructure, etc.), which supports the spread of innovations and economic co
operation. 
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Shrnut( 

GEOGRAFIE SPOLECENSKE TRANSFORMACE: OBECNE OTAzKY STUDIA 

Hlavnim cHem pi"ispevku je diskuse nekolika zavaznych teoretickych probIemu geo
grafickeho studia spolecnosti a jejiho vyvoje. Diskuse je uskutecnena ve spojitosti s empi
rickym postizenim realneho vyvoje socialni a ekonomicke regionalni diferenciace v Ceske 
republice po roce 1989. Tento vyvoj je ovsem charakterizovan jiz v generalizovane urovni, 
aby mohl plnit ulohu urcite ilustrace nebo dokonce verifikace teoretickych zaveru. Na 
prvem miste je resena otazka povahy geografickych pravidelnosti. Zduraznen je predevsim 
jejich specificky obsah - pravidelnosti v diferenciaci jevu, jejich kombinaci a jejich 
rozmisteni - a jejich ramcova povaha: pravidelnosti nachazime v prve fade v celkovem (hi
erarchickem) usporadan( geografickych systemu podle vyznamove primarnich znaku jeho 
prvku (napr. velikost sidel, vyskyt progresivn(ch aktivit). Naopak v dilcich subsystemech 
a u specialnich - sekundarne vyznamnych - charakteristik geografickych jevu existuje 
znacna a vice mene nepravidelne usporadana variabilita. Na druhem miste je diskutovana 
otazka vztahu spolecenske a geograficke reality. Klicovy vyznam je pfikladan specifikaci 
vnitrni (socialni, ekonomicke apod.) organizaci spolecnosti na jedne strane a jeji organizaci 
vnejsi (geograficke, event. geoekologicke) na strane druM. Z teto specifikace vyplyvaji 
i funkce obou organizaci v integralnim vyvoji spolecnosti. V pi"ipade vnejsi - geograficke -
organizace je to predevsim funkce diferencujici, vyvolavajici vyvojove podnety, selektivni 
procesy apod. Ty soucasne podmiiiuji prohlubovani celkove delby prace, specializace casti 
apod. Z tohoto pohledu je posuzovan i treti diskutovany problem tzv. nerovnomerneho 
vyvoje spolecnosti. Na misto casteho pojiman( tohoto vyvoje jako dusledku bucf nespravne 
ekonomicke, socialn( a regionalni politiky nebo dokonce nespravedliveho spolecenskeho 
systemu je dokladana zakonita podstata nerovnomerneho vyvoje. Vseobecnou snahou 
ceJeho sledovani je predmetove specifikovat socialni geografii a jeji poznavaci ulohy 
a zpochybnit dnes m6dni nahrazovani geografickych problemu problemy vice mene socio
logickymi, politickymi, event. i ekonomickymi. 

(Author is with Dpt. of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2.) 
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